We investigate the pair production of S-wave heavy quarkonium at the LHC in the color-singlet mechanism (CSM) and estimate the contribution from the gluon fragmentation process in the color-octet mechanism (COM) for comparison. With the matrix elements extracted previously in the leading order calculations, the numerical results show that the production rates are quite large for the pair production processes at the LHC. The p t distribution of double J/ψ production in the CSM is dominant over that in the COM when p t is smaller than about 8GeV. For the production of double Υ, the contribution of the COM is always larger than that in the CSM. The large differences in the theoretical predictions between the CSM and COM for the p t distributions in the large p t region are useful in clarifying the effects of COM on the quarkonium production. We also investigate the pair production of S-wave B c and B * c mesons, and the measurement of these processes is useful to test the CSM and extract the LDMEs for the B c and B * c mesons.
I. INTRODUCTION
seem to be resolved by considering the higher order effects: NLO QCD corrections [19, 20, 21] and relativistic corrections [22] without invoking the color-octet contributions [20] (discussions in the light-cone approach can be seen in [23] ). Recent developments and related topics in quarkonium production can be found in Refs. [24, 25, 26] .
The above mentioned developments in heavy quarkonium production indicate that the situation is far from being conclusive, and further tests for the color-singlet and coloroctet mechanisms in NRQCD are still needed to clarify various problems involved in heavy quarkonium production.
In order to investigate the effects of the COM on the production of heavy quarkonium, it is useful to study processes which heavily depends on the production mechanism. The pair production of heavy quarkonium can serve as the desired process. In NRQCD, the gluon fragmentation gives the main contribution to the pair production of quarkonium in the large p t region of the heavy quarkonium. In the pair production processes, there appear two long-distance matrix elements (LDMEs). So the difference of theoretical predictions between the CSM and COM could be more obvious. Moreover, because of charge-parity C conservation the gluon fusion processes g + g → J/ψ + χ c and g + g → J/ψ + η c are forbidden in the CSM. But the gluon fragmentation in the COM can produce these associated final states. So to detect two final heavy quarkonium states with different C-parity may give a good way to test the COM.
The pair production of heavy quarkonium at hadron colliders has been studied by many authors. The color-octet gluon fragmentation into double charmonium at the Tevatron in NRQCD were considered as evidence for the COM [27] . The CSM prediction on the double charmonium production was made and it was found that the contribution with p t < 4GeV in the CSM is dominant [28] . Only in the large p t region, the CSM and COM give manifestly different predictions for the double charmonium production. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is expected to produce a huge number of heavy quarkonium. Therefore, it is natural to investigate the pair production of heavy quarkonium at the LHC.
At the LHC, it is also interesting to study the production of the double heavy flavored mesons B c and B * c . The B c ( * ) meson production in hadron collisions has been studied in
In this paper, we study the pair productions of heavy quarkonium at the Tevatron and LHC, including J/ψ, η c , Υ and η b in the CSM. For comparison, the color-octet contributions to the pair production of J/ψ and Υ are estimated by considering the gluon fragmentation process. We also investigate the pair productions of S-wave B c and B * c mesons where there is no contribution from the gluon fragmentation process and the COM contributions are suppressed by the small v 2 (the relative velocity between quark and anti-quark). Therefore, these processes can give a better test of CSM and be used to extract the LDMEs of the B c and B * c mesons. The outline of our paper is as follows. In section 2, some of the definitions and formulas are given for deriving the cross sections of the processes. Then the numerical results are presented in section 3. Finally, in section 4 we give the summary.
II. THE FORMULATIONS
A. Color-singlet part At hadron collider, the pair production of heavy quarkonium at the leading-order (LO) in the CSM have two subprocesses g + g → Q 1 + Q 2 and q +q → Q 1 + Q 2 . But we just consider the gluon fusion process in the calculation since it is the dominant one. There are Following the color-singlet factorization formalism, the amplitude of the pair production of S-wave heavy quarkonium is written as
where the s i is the spin of the heavy quark in the meson; R i (0) is the wave function at origin of the heavy quarkonium;
is the color project operator; N i (λ|s 1 , s 2 ) is the spin project operator as following
where M QQ is the mass of the heavy quarkonium.
We analytically calculate the amplitude square of these subprocesses and present the analytical formulas of the pair production of η c (η b ) and J/ψ(Υ) in appendix. For B c and B * c , the analytical formulas are too tedious to be presented in this paper. The formula for dσ/dt on the double J/ψ production is the same as that in reference [28] . The final result can be obtained by convoluting the parton level cross section with the parton distribution function f g/p (x) as following
where the µ r and µ f are the renormalization and factorization scale.
B. Color-octet Part
As a comparison, we naively estimate the pair production of J/ψ and Υ in the COM by using the similar way as in Ref. [27] in which the evolution of the fragmentation function was ignored. In the COM, a gluon can fragment into a cc pair with the quantum number 3 S and then hadronize into J/ψ. This process will give large contribution to the double heavy quarkonium production in the large p t region and is expressed as
whereσ gg is the cross section of two real gluon production; D is the fragmentation function for a gluon to fragment into a quarkonium. In NRQCD, this fragmentation function is
The short distance coefficient can be calculated perturbatively and the result of the LO calculation is
The contribution from gg(qq) → gg subprocesses is calculated and the contributions from the feeddown of ψ ′ , χ cJ (1P ), Υ(2S) and χ bJ (1P ) are also included. The final result is expressed as
Here it is noteworthy that the identical particle factor "2" has been put in the calculation of dσ gg .
III. THE NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In calculating the numerical results, we choose the following parameters M c = 1.5GeV and 
In order to give the results of gluon fragmentation processes for comparison, the following color-octet matrix elements are used as the input parameters [36, 37] 
These LDMEs are extracted from the matching between the LO NRQCD predictions and the Tevatron data by using the CTEQ5L parton distribution function with LO α s running.
From the LO formula of α s running of CTEQ6, the corresponding α s in the fragmentation function for the J/ψ and Υ are chosen as α s (M J/ψ )=0.286, α s (M Υ )=0.201 respectively. The branching ratios in Eq. (7) are taken from the PDG08 [38] .
In the Table I , we give the cross sections of pair production of J/ψ (Υ) and B c (B * c ) at the Tevatron and LHC with p t > 3GeV in the CSM. From the table, the cross section of each process is enhanced by an order or more in magnitude at the LHC than that at the Tevatron. Therefore, the LHC will be a good place to study the pair production processes carefully. Fig. 3 shows the p t distribution of the pair production for J/ψ and η c at the Tevatron and LHC. The result of the gluon fragmentation process in the COM is also plotted in the figure. We can see that whether at the Tevatron or at the LHC the p t distributions of J/ψ and η c are similar and the numerical results at the LHC are enhanced by an order or more in magnitude at large p t region than that at the Tevatron. Therefor, the LHC will provide a chance to measure the p t distribution of J/ψ pair production. Comparing the J/ψ pair production in the CSM with that in the COM, the formal is dominant as the p t is smaller than about 8GeV. And the result in the COM become dominant and even larger than that in the CSM for three orders in the large p t region.
The p t distributions of Υ and η b production are shown in Fig. 4 . The p t distribution is enhanced by an order or more in magnitude at the LHC than that at the Tevatron. But unlike the case of J/ψ pair production, the pair production of Υ in the COM dominate over that in the CSM in the whole p t region, and even is two order or more in magnitude larger than that in the CSM at large p t .
Because the B c and B * c are consist of quarks with different flavors, there is no contribution from gluon fragmentation processes in the COM. So in Fig. 5 , we only give the p t distribution of the pair production for B cBc , B cB * c and B * cB * c in the CSM. The pair production of B * cB * c
is dominant in the whole p t region. There are little difference between the production of the three final states with double-heavy flavor mesons in the CSM.
From the Table I and when the center-of-mass energy is increased. This is because that with the fixed p t , the larger the √ s is, the smaller the momentum fraction x of the parton is. In small x region, the parton distribution function of gluon increases rapidly.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have investigated the leading order pair production of S-wave heavy quarkonium at hadron colliders in the color-singlet mechanism (CSM) and estimated the contributions from the gluon fragmentation process in the color-octet mechanism (COM) for comparison. With the matrix elements extracted previously in leading order calculations, the numerical results show that the production rates are quite large for the pair production processes at the LHC. The p t distribution of double J/ψ production in the CSM is dominant over that in the COM when p t is smaller than about 8 GeV. For the production of double Υ, the contribution of the COM is always larger than that in the CSM. There are large differences in the theoretical predictions between the CSM and COM for the p t distributions in the large p t region, and this is useful in clarifying the effects of COM on the quarkonium production. Furthermore, since to produce a pair of quarkoniums with different C-parity is forbidden in the CSM at the leading-order, the observation of these processes could be a positive support for the COM. We also investigate the pair productions of S-wave B c and B * c mesons, and the measurement of these processes may be useful to test the CSM and extract the LDMEs for the B c and B * c mesons. After our work was completed [39] , a paper appeared [40] , in which Qiao, Sun, and Sun calculated the double J/ψ production at the LHC. They focused on the polarizations of the double J/ψ. We focused on the cross sections of double heavy quarkonia J/ψ, η c , Υ, η b , as well as the double heavy flavored B c , and B * c mesons. Both the two papers discuss the test of the COM. Our color octet and color singlet double J/ψ cross sections are consistent with their result [39] . 
